
Healing
In November 2017, a man of approx. 50 years came to our Oslo meeting. He had edema in both 
legs, pain, and difficulty walking. He had a serious diagnosis. The man left the meeting after an 
hour and was driven home, where he immediately went to bed. He got up again after 37 hours (!) 
And then the swelling in his legs was gone, the pain in his legs (and in his body) as well. He was 
also not siff after lying in bed for so long. Six months earlier, the doctor had given him 6-9 months 
to live.
Here are his own words: Yes, it was very special after the first meeting, I lay straight out for almost 
37 hours - no dreams, but I was far away, when I woke up the edema had disappeared from my 
body. The pain in the finger joints now disappeared after the September meeting, it was as if 
someone was blowing cold air on them, when I sat around the table - just like when you were a 
child and had a bruise, and mother came to blow and then it was suddenly better. 
I have experienced twice to walk the opposite way of where the car is when I come out the door 
from the meeting, happy, a little distant and bubbling with energy - it is Bruno's healing power that 
is at work.
One year later he writes:
Got a happy message from the superior at the hospital, he ends it all, no point in me coming further 
for control - it looks very good he said, so he was in a good mood for the first time I have seen. 
Finally free from these stressful controls and the constant reminder ... as well as the heavy energy 
that rests over that place. I thank our creator God, the teacher Jesus and God's spiritual tool Bruno 
for everything - Amen & amen.

Healing of serious back injury
I thought it might be good to tell about the healing I experienced after a meeting in Oslo in 2014. 
It should be shared with others. It's still almost impossible to believe!
Some years ago I worked as a police officer in Poland. I was in very good shape and I had no health
issues. But one day I had a serious accident at work, and injured my back. From one day to the next 
I became disabled. I could not walk at all. I lay in bed for a few months, very depressed. I had to 
take several painkillers just to get to the toilet.
The doctors told me that the only option for me was a complicated and risky back operation, and if 
something went wrong, there was a risk that I would never be able to walk again..
 In the months that followed, I lost my job in the police, and all my savings went to alternative 
treatment (chiropractic). My back got a little better, and I could even walk for a few minutes per. 
day.
One day as I was lying in bed wondering what to do, my brother called.
He offered me a bed at his place until I got a job. At that time, my brother lived and worked in Oslo.
I knew I would not find a job in my hometown, where unemployment was 40%. So I packed my 
things and went to Oslo. But it was not easy there either. My back was still sore. After 5 months I 
got a cleaning job, but due to the pain I had to resign from that job.
A little later I found a job as a newspaper deliverer. It was 2 hours of work in the evening, when I 
delivered newspapers to customers. But I still mostly lay in bed, so that I could manage the two 
hours in the evening. One day while I was lying in bed, I found your You Tube video about Bruno 
Gröning. The story of Bruno was so fascinating, I read everything I could come across about him, 
and I also found information about the meetings in Oslo. I went - a little skeptically - to the 



meeting. I was introduced, and during the meeting I began to feel a burning heat in both palms, and 
there was pain throughout my body. I remember it was hard to sit on the chair. After the meeting I 
had so much pain in my back that it was very difficult to get up, and out of the room and into the 
car. That night I slept like a rock, and I could not go to work the next day.
The next day the following happened: For the first time in several years, I felt no pain in my body 
when I woke up. I could not believe it. I got out of bed, jumped a little - no pain! Then I took my 
dog out into the woods and started running - no pain. The dog looked at me strangely, he had never 
seen me run before. My back was healed and has not caused me any problems since!
Katarzyna
PS. Bruno has also helped me with minor things. He almost always helps. If he does not, I think it is
something we must learn, it may be something we must understand before he can help.

Healing of back, asthma, migraines and more!
When the healing current began to come into me, I got a sharp pain in my back and a vortex came 
even more out of position than it used to. After a short while it went into place, and has since stayed
there, the same with another vertebra that usually went out of joint many times during the day, and 
it has also stayed in place since! I had regulations for 2 days, and now I can stand completely 
upright and breathe better and deeper than ever. I have also been cured of asthma, allergies to 
chemical products, anxiety, PTSD, insomnia and migraines! And I have finally managed to forgive 
people who have abused me. I was born with several strains, and have always thought that I would 
get healing, but I am still completely amazed, I had never dreamed that my back could be 
completely well. I'm so grateful to God and Bruno. I have been given a new chance to live a good 
life, and not only have I received all these wonderful healings on my body, Ihave also managed to 
leave a bad relationship with abuse that has lasted for many years.
Dawn. 2017

Healing:
Last week I asked the group to tune in for Margaret, my aunt's girlfriend. At that time, the family 
had been told that Margaret was not expected to make a full recovery, and the doctors asked the 
family to prepare for the worst. After we tuned in for her as a group last Wednesday, Margaret 
started to feel much better, she started eating a little, and this weekend she got out of bed and started
walking again. I know Bruno and the healing power helped her when we all tuned in for Margaret 
last week. Can you thank the group tonight, thank you.
Thank you also for organizing joint meetings online, it's really fantastic, our two dogs sit down 
when we take out the laptop on Wednesdays. They go to bed, because they know what's going on, 
there is a wonderful calm energy in our house every Wednesday night before the meeting.
2013, Meave

Isjas that disappeared
I am very grateful for the wonderful healing of sciatica, which I received after the last meeting. 
Thanks again for your very nice and warm welcome to the conference, which I enjoyed very much. 
I must also tell you that I personally feel much better since my healing. I suffered from periodic 



sciatica which bothered me every time I got up. Now it's gone!
27.3.13 Andrea

The power of prayer
I had cancer and had surgery in March 2007. The operation went well, and I still feel healthy and 
happy. The doctor who performed the operation, Dr. E, was a man I had great confidence in for the 
next few years. He was calm, nice and maybe a little quiet. I trusted him right away. He seemed 
energetic and lively. After the operation, I was shortly after for a check-up at his office twice, and at
the end of April I was there again for a new check-up. This time I found that he was tired and 
without vitality - there was also something about his eyes I noticed, so I had to look at him several 
times, and I wondered what it could be.
The doctor was happy with my situation this time too, and I got a new appointment in August, but I 
never got the confirmation. I called the hospital and asked why. Then I was told that Dr. E had died 
in May, three weeks after I was there. This had come as a great shock to his colleagues and 
everyone in the hospital, and they had not been able to decide all the details for his patients. I got a 
new deal in September. After the conversation with the hospital, I was in shock, and I started crying.
Over the next few days, I prayed for him many times.
At the check-up in September, I was shown into dr. E.'s old office. It was a special experience. I told
the nurse and the doctor there about how I had found out that he had changed when I last saw him 
in April. And they told me that they had been very shocked when he died suddenly, and they had 
felt deep sorrow, but they had not noticed the change in him as I and several other patients had 
done. And the weird thing was; I could still feel the grief in the walls of his old office.
After this visit, I felt a need to pray also for the hospital ward and especially for the doctor and 
nurse. I continued to pray for dr. E. A few weeks later, I felt so strongly for dr. E that I cried and 
prayed again. Then I got this weird feeling, I saw him smiling and in a bubbly mood, and waved as 
if he wanted to tell me that now my task was done - he was on his way to the light. I got a very good
feeling inside me, and after that I have only rarely included him in my prayers.
I am deeply grateful for this experience.
Randi Helga

Help to meet my father again
I had not seen my father in over 25 years. He was not allowed to leave the country (a country in the 
Middle East) due to political reasons and I did not dare to go there either. I missed my father and he 
missed me and the grandson (my son). Dad was quite old, and time passed ... I asked Bruno for help
and guidance to meet my father in this life.
Dad applied for a passport again, and this time he got it without any problems. He bought a plane 
ticket to Turkey - the nearest "abroad". But in the country I come from, it is the case that even if you
get a passport, it is not entirely certain if you will be allowed to leave the country. The next phase 
will be the airport, there one is checked against a special database. My father was on one of those 
lists on the database. But he went through there too, without any problems. In Turkey we were 
together for a week before he returned to the country in the Middle East, and we returned to 
Norway. He died after approx. one month. To me, it was like a dream. I am very grateful to God and



Bruno - both for the timing and that it was made possible for us at all. It took a lot for everything to 
go as it went. Thank you very much for introducing me to Bruno Grønning.
Warm hug!
Anonymous

I was led
I remember an Easter many years ago, when we had the meeting in the Oslo group one of the Easter
days. I did not know what to have as a theme for the meeting, but I knew I had to say something 
related to Easter. So I took the Bible and asked Bruno to help me. I opened the Bible at random and 
read about Thomas asking Jesus to show his wounds so that he would believe that the man in front 
of him was really Jesus Christ. Thomas had to see the physical evidence to believe. Now I had the 
theme for the Bruno meeting: That we need to believe without having material evidence. There is 
nothing that can not happen.
Åse

Help at the dentist
I have been helped by Bruno several times. I had a murmur in one tooth, and went to the dentist. He
looked at the X-ray, and said that it was inflammation and that he had to take root. I did not want 
root canal filling, and while he was getting ready, I contacted Bruno and asked for help. The dentist 
drilled for 45 minutes without getting through, and the next patient was asked to return the next day 
because this took longer than expected. Eventually he gave up, he could not open his tooth and do 
what he had planned. He said that such a thing could happen, but he sat for a very long time looking
at the pictures, and his assistant, who had worked for him for many years, had never experienced 
anything like it.
I also experienced that light came in a lamp that had not worked for many months, I had intended to
throw it away. I asked for help in a difficult political case, where the politicians understood the 
consequences of a case before they had to make a decision. When I got home, I lit the lamp and it 
shone brightly. I understood that I had reached out to my listeners.
Vigdis

Bruno followed on the moving load
My very first meeting with Bruno Grøning was when I had to pay for an item in some store, I do 
not remember which one. There was a folder with a photo of a face that I just had to take a closer 
look at. The folder could be supplied with, so I did. When I got home I had to read everything that 
was there, but I do not think I understood that you could contact him now, or that he still helps. 
However, he had so bright eyes and a radiance that made a huge impression on me, so I set him up 
against a vase or something like that on my coffee table. I looked daily at the picture of this man, 
and thought there was something particularly reassuring about looking at him. There was something
safe and good about the man on this folder. After a while I moved to another apartment and did not 
think about the folder anymore. One day after the establishment in the new apartment, the folder 
with the man's picture fell out of something I was unpacking. I recognized the picture and thought; 
well, you joined the moving load too. He was again given a place against a book or a vase. My stay 
in the new apartment was short-lived, so I moved again.
The same thing happened again, namely that the folder with the picture of Bruno fell out of 
something when I was about to open something in the 3rd apartment I had now moved to.
I thought this could not be a coincidence, so I started searching the web for more information about 



this man. On a German website, I also saw that it was possible to contact a lady to get more 
information. I got in touch and was invited by Åse to attend online meetings and get more 
information about Bruno Grøning, who turned out to have been a great healer, and who also still 
after his death helps people when they ask him for it.
Guess I'm amazed that Bruno stuck with me and joined me to new homes and led me to a group of 
people that I can be with and both on my own and with them ask him for help. Yes, it's just great, 
and the old folder still has the place of honor on my coffee table even though I have a large picture 
of him in front of my PC.
I talk to him daily.
Grethe

Healing of 40-year-old migraine.
I was at the alternative fair in Oslo in November 2002. I remember that I was very tired and had 
spent a lot of money, so I sat down to rest, drink coffee and eat some. A lady next to me did the 
same, and said: This was really expensive. I just replied: There is nothing free here. A lady sitting 
on the other side exclaimed: Yes, in the vestibule there is free healing with Bruno Grøning. I found 
that I got to try it, but I did not dare to hope for the complete cure of a very troublesome 40-year-old
migraine. It had taken my life force, and all the money I had left over. I had always tried new things 
that helped a little, and then it was back to the old. I used several different migraine medications. 
And they take a lot of care of the body. It is as if one is being eaten up inside.
I went up to the vestibule, got brochures and the time for the next meeting, which was December 2, 
2002. I did not have time for more then, but taught myself how to sit in the right position, and did it 
every morning and evening. I discovered that I did not have more migraine attacks, and therefore 
did not take the chance to stop tuning in. I thought it was a cheap insurance.
I learned about regulations, and got the time for next meeting. I asked to let it go, but rather let it go 
a little slow, for I was so exhausted that I felt I could not cope with more violent pain. There were 
no more seizures, but in the summer of 2003, half a year later, I was a little careless and took off my
sun hat and sunglasses on the beach and had to take a migraine tablet. It's the only one I've taken 
since the introduction, and I do not have them anymore.
I must also mention that I have had and have other ailments, partly because I was so exhausted, and 
because physical healing often also requires a spiritual / human development and transformation. I 
have also received some help with this, but it sometimes takes time. And I feel that Bruno is a good 
support in everyday life and helps me with a lot, also practical things. And in fact, I have never 
encountered anything so in harmony with the message of Christ.
Bjørg V

Bruno on the bus.
For approx. 5-6 years ago I had a special experience on the bus. It was evening and dark outside, 
and I met two strong eyes from a man when I got on the bus. I sat at an angle behind him, and our 
eyes met in the bus window. It was very direct and personal at the same time as it was also very 
impersonal. And I think I forgot the time a bit. I noticed the half-length curly hair in the neck. I 
looked away and do not remember anymore.
When I got home, I looked at the picture of Bruno and thought: It must have been him. That was 
exactly what he looked. I saw exactly the same profile on a picture of him in a book. I also had a 
picture of him in front. But it was like I saw him all the time in the profile that I saw him on the bus.
I later asked a psychic if it was Bruno, which I got confirmed.
Bjørg V

Comment
For many years, people have told me that they have seen Bruno, as well as heard him speak. I know
of many different occasions, five of them have taken place at alternative fairs in Oslo, Bergen and 
Bodø, and several at our monthly meetings in Oslo. He has been seen, heard and felt. For example: 



“he walked back and forth in front of us, and then he knelt down in front of me, and stroked his 
palms several times with his hands. I got very sore kidneys. Afterwards, I felt so healthy, and have 
not had urinary tract problems since". Others have pointed out where he stood or which chair he 
was sitting on, and informed me afterwards what he said. They have all been credible people that I 
do not want to doubt, and there have been very strong testimonies.
Åse

Stop the blood!
Here's a little story about what Bruno can do when you do not have time to think first. My daughter 
uses to cut the claws of our dogs, and sometimes she hits nerves so that they bleed. The last time 
she cut the dogs, she hit a nerve on the claw of one of the dogs, and as usual she started to bleed a 
lot, there was blood everywhere on the floor where we sat. This dog always bleeds extremely much 
and for a long time once the accident is out, and it takes a long time before it stops bleeding.
Without thinking about it, I exclaim inside me: Stop the blood Bruno! (with a determined voice) 
And the blood stopped at once! As I said, I did not have time to think or doubt, the words just fell 
out of me.
Usually I doubt and think too much the moment I ask for help with something, and then I do not 
always see results, but this time the words just fell out, without any thoughts or doubts, they just 
came, almost as if they were planted in my head, and as if by a miracle not a single drop of blood 
came after I asked him to stop the blood.
It was perhaps not a big or important thing I asked for, because the dog would not be harmed by 
bleeding for a while, but for me it was unbelievable that the blood stopped when I said this inside 
me, because it really shows us what Bruno is able to do if we just have faith and trust and do not 
think too much! In fact, not a single drop of blood came after I asked him to help, and usually there 
are traces of blood throughout the house after her long afterwards, so I almost did not think it was 
true.
For me, this is very much about faith and trust, and tells me that if we do not think and doubt when 
we ask Bruno for help, then we will eventually see more and more of these little wonders. What I 
think is important to bring out in this story is that we must work to gain more faith and trust, 
because it is incredibly important. We can ask Bruno to help us with that too, at least I do.
I have also noticed that I get more help than before, and I think it's because I have more faith and 
trust as I see that Bruno is very present and helping, so now I have more faith and trust, I do not 
doubt or think a lot when I ask for help, then I also get much better results.

I have been addicted to milk chocolate and had to have a big plate every single day, but one day a 
few months ago I asked Bruno to help me with this, and since I asked for help, I have not eaten a 
single milk chocolate plate, have not had any desire for it either, and it has never happened before. 
This is also like a little miracle for me, because I was really addicted.
Some time ago I also had pain in a shoulder / neck, so I sat down and tuned in for this, and the pain 
subsided almost immediately. I am much bothered with the neck due to too much PC work, and it 
does not always happen when I ask for help for myself, but that day it happened very quickly. I'm a 
little skeptical, but these stories have really made me feel that Bruno is very present at the moment. 
It is not that I doubt that he helps others when we pray for them, because I know he does, but rather 
that I doubt more that I myself get help when I ask for something for myself, but now the doubt is 
not so that big anymore.
Solfrid Solera

Headache
  I was in deep grief over a close relative who died, I got the flu and felt miserable. I had a severe 
headache and could not sleep at night. Then I took a small Bruno picture and put it on the place on 
my head that worked. After a while neither moved to another place on my head and I moved 
Bruno's picture there which hurt. This happened a few times and eventually the headache was gone. 



I had not taken painkillers! I slept well that night. Bruno helps!
Turid

Lola
My little, beautiful relocation dog, Lola, was almost 9 years old when I got to bring her home just 
over 3 years ago. She was then full of anxiety and had her nerves almost on the outside. She had a 
behavior pattern at all that showed that she had not had a good dog life in previous years. With lots 
of love, closeness and good care, she changed little by little to become the safe, happy and contact-
seeking dog she is now. But it took a long time to achieve this change.
On Monday, October 8, she had to get a small anesthetic at the vet, and she probably felt no pain. 
The first night afterwards she was calm. But the following night I was awakened by the fact that she
jumped up in my bed and stepped around and around on top of me, while she shook and trembled 
violently, giving off a strong and special smell of anxiety. No matter what I did to comfort and calm 
her down, nothing helped. She continued to tremble, staring terrified into the room, as if she saw 
terrible creatures.
I felt so helpless because I could not reach her, no matter what I did. In my despair, I turned to 
Bruno: «Dear Bruno! You have said: If you are in pain, come to me - and I will bear them for you. 
And now I beg you earnestly to give Lola peace of mind». Almost at the same moment, she stopped
shaking completely. She jumped to the floor and ran to her permanent place in the corner of the 
living room, where she lay down comfortably. I had fiddled with it, and put a small, warm blanket 
over her back. But then she was already asleep, with good and calm breathing.
Since then, she has again been the small, happy and trusting Lola. Now she has also got a small 
picture of Bruno below her in her sleeping area. "Thank you, God, for the healing power that your 
helper and your tool, Bruno Grøning, conveys to us"!
18.10.12 Bjørg B.

A fun event
We have two sheep. A few days ago, one of them was very close to the electrical fence, so close that
she would touch the fence if she turned her head. I told her to move and lie down behind the other 
sheep. No reaction. Then I turned to Bruno and asked him to tell her. Fifteen seconds passed, then 
she got up and lay down behind the other sheep. It made an impression.
Camilla

Chest pain
I had felt some pain in the heart region, the last 4-5 days quite often. One night I had gone to bed I 
could not sleep. I felt pain in my chest and could not lie on my left side. After an hour I sent some 
thoughts to Bruno, and still trying to sleep, but there were just many different thoughts. But then I 
had a short period without thoughts, and suddenly I felt current in my lower back, it spread up to 
my stomach and chest. It all lasted maybe 20 seconds. The pain disappeared, afterwards I fell asleep
calmly. The next morning there was no pain, nor has there been since.
 Åse

Help with cramps
Thank you very much for the pictures. One sits on my injured wrist and relieves the pain there. 
Then I have to tell at the same time that I recently woke up too early one morning due to an innmari
leg cramp. On the bedside table was a small Bruno picture, which I immediately grabbed and laid 
against my leg. The cramp subsided immediately, and I got a good night's sleep. Wonderful! 
Greetings, Bjørg at Dokka.

Help at a bicycle accident



August 29, 2012 - a story from everyday life. Friday a little over two weeks ago I fell off the bike. 
Broke at least one rib, ruptured several and punctured holes in the lung, so that it was reduced by 
several centimeters in circumference. Fainted twice from pure pain, pain I have never known 
before. Came eventually to Fredrikstad hospital, where they were very worried about me. Took 
pictures, etc. I was in bed in great pain, but barely managed to 'concentrate' on asking Bruno for 
help with the pain. That went really well. The pain subsided a lot, and I slept for a while. Last day at
the hospital was Sunday, then back for new photos on Wednesday. They had to do something if my 
lungs had not improved by then. I asked Bruno several times for help, and was told at the hospital 
that now the lung was perfectly fine. Used a little painkiller for 3 days, but did not need more. Now 
I sleep as well as normal, and I look forward to cycling again. Thank God for the great help through
Bruno.
Terje Larsen

Slimming operation
Bruno is really an incredible helper. He's done so much to help me that it's amazing. I am injured by
operations on my feet and knees, i.a. with prostheses that were inserted and removed 3 times in left 
knee. Severe, painful operations and everything went wrong so I am a wheelchair patient, among 
other things. When I travel, it's without getting compensation, at least so far. I think Bruno will help 
me get compensation. There are many indications that individual consultations with various doctors 
will give my lawyer something to bring to court. I hope so, because I also lost my income for 12 
years as a result of disability.
In this state and with the low metabolism for which I am medicated, the weight eventually became 
too high. I was refused an application for slimming surgery in 2007. I am sure that it was Bruno's 
power that worked when I suddenly and in a strange way received a message on my Pc display that 
they perform slimming operations at Aleris in Oslo. You could enter your e-mail address and 
telehpone number if you wanted to be contacted about such an operation.
I knew I was too old, but still I filled in the desired information and the following working day, 
which was Monday, I was contacted. I then replied that I was very happy to be contacted, but that I 
probably was too old for such an operation. They answered that they had no age limit and whether I 
could come for a consultation next Thursday. Yes please, I said.
I went to a consultation, and was offered surgery while I was there, so I did not have to travel the 
long way home, and then come back. I said yes, and was operated on the following Monday. The 
operation cost NOK 118,000 + travel for two check-ups, the first time after 3 months, then after one
year. Supplements, several types must be taken every day for the rest of my life.
 I called my bank and got a loan. I had a gastric bypass on Monday after the first talk on the phone 
with the team at the slimming clinic.
I have been to a check-up and will go to a one-year check-up next month. I applied to the 
municipality in May last year to be reimbursed for the costs of the operation, since I did not receive 
it from the municipality when I applied in 2007.
Today, (after 8 months) I received a letter stating that I have been granted my expenses in 
connection with the operation covered. I have asked for power from Bruno in this connection.
There are so many things that have happened since I came in contact with Bruno that it can not be 
accidental. I leave everything to him. He knows what I need. And gives me things I need in a 
strange way. I am so happy and grateful for Bruno and for these online meetings, and wanted to tell 
about this since you have asked to know if we have experienced Bruno in our lives.
Grethe

Here is a little story about help from Bruno:
My ex-husband moved to Sweden at the age of 75. He had a dream of living where we many years 
ago had a deserted farm. After a year, he became weak and had difficulty coping with it all. He was 
completely alone and did not know anyone.



My daughter told me about it, and I started to tune in to Bruno and asked for help for him. A little 
while later my daughter called and said in a very negative voice: ”Uh, well now dad has got a dog, 
what do you mean”. It turned out that he had gotten into a conversation with a married couple down
at the grocery store, and they needed somewhere to stay for their dog during the day. They agreed 
that the dog could be with him. A dog farm was made, and then he had company during the day. 
That way it happened that someone came and checked on him every day and talked a little with 
him. He was happy about it. I told my daughter, who herself had asked me to tune in on Bruno for 
her father, that of course it was the help that had come that way. ”Well I did not imagine that at 
all”she replied. The ways of the Lord are unfathomable. It is a few years ago and my ex-husband is 
now on the other side and his grave is at the cemetery in Hishult.
Alice Anthon, Denmark

Help with driving
I was going to the meeting in Oslo, and had 60km to drive. Since I have not driven very often in 
Oslo in recent years, and it was rush hour, I had decided to park the car outside the city center and 
take the tram to Majorstua. But that was not the case. It was a rainy day, the sky was completely 
gray, and when I arrived at the place where I had planned to park, there was no vacant space. 
I could not find another solution than to turn onto the highway again. So I had a chat with Bruno: 
"Now you have to help me, so I get there safely, and that I find a parking space - which is also a big 
problem at Majorstua, where it is crowded with both shops and residential houses. The answer came
immediately; "It's going well, do not you see the sun shining?" And at that moment, three rays of 
sunshine came straight at me through the clouds!
Well inside the bustling center, at the large crossroads in Carl Berner's Square, there was a sign; 
"Note: new driving pattern". Well, I thought, what's up now? I was in a file that I could not get out 
of, it was crowded with cars on all sides. When I arrived at the roundabout, I discovered that I was 
in the wrong lane, but as if by a miracle, I easily got through and out of the roundabout, and found 
myself quickly in a quieter street, and no one had honked at me. I tried to repeat in my memory how
I had driven, but there was 'nothing' to be gained .... I thanked and thanked with all my heart.
There were a lot of cars, and it went on slowly. I would barely have time to prepare for the meeting, 
put out chairs, etc. And where should I park? I had another chat with Bruno, though he immediately 
gave me a feeling that it was completely unnecessary. I drove all the way to the house, and right 
outside there was not one, no TWO parking spaces - in a row - ready for me. I drove happily into 
place and took the time to say thank you again. This was one of many other situations with great 
help in traffic, here is another:
I got a serious skid in a roundabout this spring. The car suddenly came across after I came out of a 
roundabout, on my way home from work. There were many cars in both lanes, and the car drove 
back and forth 3 times across the lane. I called Bruno, and the car straightened up, and I had not met
anyone else. The other cars distanced themselves from me - they had probably gotten a serious 
fright - and so had I ! I later drove carefully right there, because you can see that it is patched with a
layer of black asphalt, which becomes very slippery in wet conditions, and the dosage on the road is
completely wrong. Recently when I came driving there, there were two ambulances there, then it 
had gone really wrong. Thanks for the help! Åse


